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Abstract
The Command and Control – Emerging Effects (C2E2) framework describes a military
force in an ecology of conflict and cooperation. The force’s actions impact others,
generating effects in a co-evolutionary process of emergent behavior patterns. The
military force uses problem-focused processes to identify, solve, and implement its
chosen solutions. Its organizational logic is the force-wide logic of its domain-specific,
problem-focused processes. Its organizational architecture comprises the organizational
logic with specifications for each logical task, roles for performing both manpower and
technical tasks, incentives and coordination mechanisms, and structuring of tasks and
roles into organizational units. Assigning resources (personnel and technical systems) to
these roles and adjusting for role maladaptations requires control-coordination processes.
These control-coordination processes, the science of C2, provide an infrastructure, (a
“surface”) on which the command process (the art of C2) operates. The command
process involves a dialogue of deciding, leading, and interpreting among the commanders
in the chain of command. The interactions engendered by the dialogue generate forcewide sensemaking processes and action capabilities that are the means for evolutionary
adaptation to the ecology. The capability employs the adoption of a strategic posture and
an operating point in the space of strategic fitness dimensions (edges).
INTRODUCTION
Rapid, significant changes are currently ubiquitous, including changes in the sciences that
contribute to our understanding of military forces. Advances in organizational science
and the science of complex adaptive systems can inform our understanding of military
forces. We propose a Command and Control – Emerging Effects (C2E2) framework that
incorporates new constructs and models, while building on past concepts (e.g., the fog of
war, friction, risk, uncertainty and time-compressed operations). In this framework, the
focal military force is embedded in an ecology of conflict and cooperation. Internally,
the military force comprises control-coordination processes, which include the
infrastructure of tactics, techniques, and procedures that provide a means for a
commander’s “exercise [of] authority and direction”. As noted in Joint Vision 2020,
these control-coordination processes are the science of command and control. The art of
command and control is embodied in the command process in which commanders engage
in a dialogue of deciding, leading and collaboration with superiors, subordinates,
1
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supporting commanders, and coalition partners. Metaphorically, the command process
“rides” on the “surface” of control and coordination processes; it may thus “substitute” to
some degree for maladaptations or failures in these processes.
The paper focuses first on the ecology of conflict and cooperation. Then, the discussion
turns to internal operations, focusing on construct definitions. The military forces’
control-coordination processes are considered before turning to the command process.
The paper ends with a conceptual foundation for a commander to cope (be fit and mission
successful) in an ecology of conflict and cooperation.2
THE ECOLOGY OF CONFLICT AND COOPERATION
A military force, such as a Joint Task Force, is a participant in an ecology of conflict and
cooperation (hereafter the ecology).
This ecology comprises individuals and
organizations, which can be classified as friends, foes, or neutrals, situated in a physical
environment. Friends include coalition partners, supporting organizations, and supported
organizations. Foes include direct adversaries, adversary supporters, and long-term
competitors. Neutrals include nation states, non-governmental organizations, the media,
international organizations, and other organizations not involved in the conflict. These
participants are called agents.
This ecology evolves through the mutual interactions of complex adaptive agents. Each
of the agents, usually an organization, searches and seeks to achieve fitness within its
ecology. From the agent’s perspective, fitness ideally is identified with mission
accomplishment.
Searching and seeking ecological fitness involves problem
identification, solution, and solution implementation. Agents are problem processors
using problem-focused processes that begin with incomplete information and then,
through sensemaking, develop a representation of the ecology. The sensemaking process
is influenced by the organization’s history and traditions. Based on its representations,
courses of action are assessed, and, in the face of risk and uncertainty, one is chosen. The
selected action is then implemented, impacting others in the ecology. During this
process, agents anticipate other agents’ actions, with each behaving strategically with
respect to the others.
The impacts on other agents may be kinetic, psychological, or cybernetic. These impacts,
in turn, generate effects in the internal operations of each of the agents. This “ecological
cycle” continues as interaction processes proceed over time. Emerging from these
interactions are broad behavioral patterns (e.g. maneuvers in space and time).
Participants generally and imperfectly perceive these ecological patterns.
Ecological behavior can be analyzed in terms of equilibria, stability, and time-path.
Notionally, equilibrium is characterized by “everything” being in balance: physical
flows, human decision-making, and the actions taken by participants. In terms of
decision making, an equilibrium occurs when there is no action that can be taken to
2
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improve the agent’s ecological fitness, using that agent’s own mission success criterion.
This is Nash equilibrium. Stability refers to time-path behavior that returns the ecology
to equilibrium. Stability can be local (that is, near an equilibrium) or global. Time-path
behavior involves the complete story of the ecology as it evolves through time.
There are time-periods when little change occurs in these patterns and the agents
“smoothly” adjust to one another. This ecological behavior is near equilibrium and
locally stable. Each agent, while considering strategic behavior by other agents, operates
through established routines with explicit and tacit decision rules that bound the range of
possible actions. Other time-periods are turbulent, and the agents have difficulty
adjusting to one another. Each agent, behaving strategically, searches to properly frame
and make sense of its problems and enact its chosen solutions. Operations then are nonroutine; they are fast paced, unpredictable, and exciting. Traditional decision rules are
inadequate. Self-organization may be observed. “Butterfly” effects can occur per the old
folk saying, “For want of the nail, the shoe was lost; for want of the shoe, the horse was
lost….” A power law governs the magnitude and frequency of such turbulent periods.
Small-scale changes are frequent, while large-scale changes are rare. This is “punctuated
equilibrium”. Note that ecological, time-path behavior may result in some agents exiting
the ecology; all agents are not necessarily successful.
Overall, the ecology of conflict and cooperation evolves through interactions of
strategically behaving agents, each seeking individual mission success (ecological
fitness). Each agent uses internal, problem-focused processes that observe and develop
representations of the ecology, and they decide on and implement courses of action.
Ecological behavior can be analyzed in terms of equilibria, stability, and time path.
In some cases the ecology is characterized by a reduced set of parameters, such as
complexity, dynamics (change), or hostility. These parameters then are used to study the
actions of an agent, contingent on these parameters, with a local agent’s view of
equilibrium, stability, and time-path.
COMMAND AND CONTROL AND RELATED CONCEPTS
The various doctrinal definitions of “command and control” include (1) the core notion of
“the exercise of authority and direction”; (2) a set of functions (“planning, directing,
coordinating, and controlling”); and (3) a set of means (“personnel, equipment,
communications, facilities, and procedures”). JV 2020 refers to command as the art and
control as the science of command and control.
These ideas are the basis for the C2E2 generalization. Command as an art is the exercise
of authority and direction. Control is viewed as an infrastructure, the set of processes that
implement the functions (“planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling”) using the
means (“personnel, equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures”). In the
C2E2 framework, the first is called the command process and the second the controlcoordination processes. Command is a necessary hierarchical process for directing,
leading, and collaborating. The art of command is most clearly revealed by the reality
that it is a human process involving experience, intuition, judgment, and interpersonal
and organizational competencies in a unique context requiring extensive tacit knowledge.
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The processes referred to in the definition of command and control initially were
formalized by Col. John Boyd (USAF) as the Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act (OODA)
loop. This OODA loop is a process that comprises tasks (e.g. Observe is a task). More
generally, it is a process that identifies problems (sensemaking), solves them, and
implements the solution (e.g., maneuvering and shooting in space and time). In the C2E2
framework, these are called problem-focused processes (PFP). The sequence of OODA
tasks can be expanded to sensing, processing, situation assessing and interpreting
(sensemaking), problem identifying, alternative solution generating, deciding,
implementing, and maneuvering and shooting in space and time (firing). Ecological
interaction occurs through sensing and firing. Sensing is of collectible data in the
ecology. Maneuvering and shooting in space and time generate impacts on other agents
and hence on the total ecology.
The operational architecture, system architecture, and technical architecture of the Joint
Technical Architecture serve as another basis for the C2E2 framework. The technical
systems (e.g. C4ISR) in the military force are described in terms of the system and
technical architectures. Platforms are an overlay on the system architecture. The
operational architecture can be interpreted as an organizational structure comprising
assigned personnel and equipment, operating processes (tactics, techniques, procedures)
that perform planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling functional tasks, as well as
maneuvering and shooting in space and time. This represents the control side of the
science of command and control (JV 2020). The C2E2 framework generalizes this idea
to the control-coordination processes, which provide the infrastructure of problemfocused processes needed to “exercise authority and direction”.
THE MILITARY FORCE AS AN AGENT
To achieve ecological fitness, the military force functions as a problem processor.
Problem processing is accomplished by organizing the military force into domainspecific problem-focused processes (e.g. air defense). This organizing process generates
an infrastructure of control-coordination processes and a command process. The
conventional characteristics of unity of effort and consistent execution are obtained
mostly by the control-coordination processes. The characteristics of adaptation in
ecology of conflict and cooperation is mostly obtained through the command process.
The control-coordination processes are discussed first.
Analytically a military force’s control-coordination processes involve an organizational
logic and organizational architecture. The organizational logic is the military forces’
mission (central problem to be solved) and the associated solution processes. This
enterprise-level logic is disaggregated to domain-specific problem-focused processes
(e.g. air defense), including the logical interdependencies among the domain-specific
problem-focused processes. The organizational architecture comprises the organizational
logic with (1) a description of how the individual process tasks will be performed
including the roles with their manpower and technical systems requirements and (2) the
control-coordination needed to cope with the inherent risk and uncertainty involved. The
organizational architecture together with assigned resources (human and technical
systems) forms the control-coordination processes. They are discussed in turn.
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THE ORGANIZATIONAL LOGIC
At the enterprise level, there is a mission problem and an associated, generalized OODA
process. This is the enterprise-level, problem-focused process. Disaggregation is used to
develop domain-specific subproblems (with associated solution processes), as well as the
logical interdependencies among the subproblems and their associated solution processes.
This disaggregated, hierarchical structure of problems and solution processes (distributed
problem solving) is called the process aggregation hierarchy and defines the
organizational logic. For example, a process aggregation hierarchy could include a fire
support process at the top level and the firing of an artillery piece process at the bottom
task level. The levels are named (from the bottom): task, module, bundle, group, area,
and macro-logic.
The distinction among data, information, and knowledge is
incorporated into the organization logic with a description for each variable involved.
Risk and uncertainty are present at all levels of the process aggregation hierarchy. These
ideas generalize the concepts associated with the Universal Joint Task List (UJTL).
A problem-focused process is associated with a specific problem in a specific knowledge
domain at every level of the process aggregation hierarchy. A problem is simply a misfit
between a goal(s) and the current situation as understood by sensemaking. Each problem
structurally comprises (1) an evaluation criterion; (2) a relationship between inputs and
outputs; (3) constraints; and (4) decision variables. Associated with each problem is a
solution procedure (process) that searches the specific knowledge domain using either an
algorithm or a heuristic. For the military force as a whole, algorithms are rare.
Problem-focused processes can be characterized in many dimensions. Of importance for
the C2E2 model are (1) the analyzability of the problem and the solution process; (2) the
variability of the process output (ceteris paribus); and (3) complexity. Traditional names
based on the analyzability and variability characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Traditional Problem-Focused Process Names
Analyzability

Variability
Low

High
Low

Routine
Craft

High
Engineering
Nonroutine

Complexity is a dimension of importance. The notion of complexity involves difficulty
in identifying, solving, and implementing chosen solutions. Cognitive complexity
focuses on the solution process, particularly using algorithmic information complexity
measures. Relational complexity focuses on the interrelatedness of the process tasks.
This is sometimes discussed in terms of task coupling. Finally, variety complexity
focuses on the number of different types of process outputs. For example, a routine
process has low variety, cognitive, and relational complexity. They are said to exhibit
low overall complexity. Nonroutine processes are the opposite.
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Problems may be categorized spatially, temporally, physically, functionally, by product
or service produced, by resources, and computationally. The spatial, temporal and
physical categories are well known and are not discussed here. The categories of product
or service and resources focus on the interaction of the agent in the ecology (e.g.
organizing by offense and defense). Computational categorization involves the
characteristics of the process aggregation hierarchy.
As noted, subproblems and their associated solution processes (e.g., for force-wide
coordinated fires) generally are logically interdependent. The interdependence categories
are sequential, parallel, reciprocal (feedback), and pooled. The first three are well
known, but pooled is not. It refers to the situation where many processes have a common
input and that input is not consumed in the process of its use. An example is information
in a database.
Selection of the “best” process aggregation hierarchy for a specific mission problem
requires specification of criteria. Computational resources used are one criterion; the
time to obtain an implemented solution is another.
The selected process aggregation hierarchy is implemented by organizing the military
force to execute the logic. The process aggregation hierarchy must be embedded in the
organized military force. The organizational logic serves as the fundamental basis for
achieving unity of effort. The evaluation criterion for each subproblem ideally serve to
properly set incentives for units and personnel assigned to perform specific tasks within a
problem-focused process. These ideas are captured in the organizational architecture.
THE ORGANIZATIONAL ARCHITECTURE
The organizational logic, with its process aggregation hierarchy, is developed into the
organizational architecture by specifying the means to perform each task, and then
organizing the tasks into an organizational configuration.
Each task, following the IDEFo format, is described by its workflow inputs, control
inputs, resource inputs, workflow outputs, and the relationship among them. The
relationship is called the task transformation function, which is usually nonlinear. The
task transformation function describes the content of the tasks as required by the process
aggregation hierarchy logic, including criteria that measure performance of the tasks.
Some of the main characteristics of interest are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2
Task Transformation Function Characteristics
Characteristic
Scale
Productivity
Substitution
Efficiency
Effectiveness
*Ceteris paribus

Description
Changes in all outputs as all inputs change*
Changes in one output as one input changes*
Input for input, output for output*
Maximum output for a given level of inputs*
Outputs that are ecologically fit*

The specifications for the task resources are the human (manpower) and technical
systems (hardware and software) requirements. To distinguish these architectural
descriptions from assigned real physical resources, they are called roles. The
specification of a manpower role includes requisite knowledge, skills, and competencies
as well as decision authority and responsibilities. For technical systems the specification
includes performance requirements and capacity.
Given the organizational logic and task descriptions, the process-focused processes can
be organized into organizational units with a chain of command. The first tool for this
organizing task is the organization responsibility-grouping chart (ORG Chart). It is a
matrix showing the manpower roles on one side and the process aggregation hierarchy
tasks on the other. Each manpower role with respect to a task is either (1) not involved;
(2) directly performs; (3) supervises directly performing roles; (4) performs and
supervises; and/or (5) hierarchically supervises roles supervising others. The ORG Chart
defines the coordination architecture and its relationship to the workflow processes of the
military force; it is the executable and logical infrastructure of the military force. Six
coordination mechanisms (direct supervision, mutual adjustment, standardization of
input, output or process, and ideology) serve to coordinate the interdependencies. For
example, resource interdependence creates a need for coordination in the form of
scheduling. The result of this role – task assignment (ORG Chart) method is a chain of
command and organizational units, with defined tasks, decision authorities, solution
processes, and evaluation criteria (incentive schema). The traditional organizational
configurations (types) that emerge are: simple, functional, divisional, matrix, machine
bureaucracy, ad hoc, and professional bureaucracy. Structuring the organization logic
into a chain of command and units results in the organizational architecture. It is the
fundamental architecture for the command and control-coordination processes and is
based on organizational and physical science.
THE CONTROL- COORDINATION PROCESSES
An organizational architecture resourced with personnel and technical systems is an
operational architecture. These human and technical resources functioning in their roles
can generate unanticipated consequences and maladaptations. For example, the planned,
“to be” architecture with its role specifications may not be resource or incentive feasible.
Individuals assigned to command or other roles may have personal goals that are not
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synchronized with the organization’s mission and goals. This incentive compatibility
problem creates the need for additional coordination.
Incentive compatibility, sometimes called “careerism”, can be a serious problem in
organizations. An analytical approach to understanding the problem is called agency
theory (or principal-agent theory). The supervisor may be viewed as the principal, and
the supervisee as the agent. The agent has information unavailable to the principal
(information asymmetry). The incentive problems include the following. (1) What
incentive structure will generate agent behavior exactly like the behavior that would be
chosen by the principal in the same circumstances? (2) How should risk be shared? The
C2E2 framework incorporates understanding of potential agency problems.
Interdependence can arise from various sources. In terms of organizational logic and
organizational architecture, coordination techniques are “designed in” as needed. When
resources are assigned, adaptation may be needed, given that resources may not satisfy
role specifications. For example, if a resource with an overall capacity constraint is
assigned to multiple roles, resource interdependence occurs. This interdependence must
be coordinated. In addition, the ecology can present unanticipated problems. Some
assigned human resources may not match role specifications. The result is the need to
coordinate in reassigning personnel or to change the organization logic.
These
maladaptation interdependencies must be coordinated by one or more of the six
coordination techniques already noted. For example, scheduling can coordinate resource
interdependence. Scheduling can be accomplished by assigning the coordination task to
the direct supervisor (chain of command) of all the resource interdependent tasks, which
sometimes occurs high in the hierarchy (e.g. a JTF commander). Alternatively, the
supervisors of the individual tasks, now resource interdependent, could be assigned the
coordination responsibilities of mutual adjustment. Another solution would be to
coordinate through decision rules that standardize scheduling. Finally, doctrine could be
written to frame scheduling problems into generalizable solutions that actors can use in
real time. Combinations of the coordination techniques are possible. In general the types
of interdependencies are associated with coordination techniques as shown in Table 3
along with demands on communication and collocation of the personnel.
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Table 3
Interdependence and Coordination Techniques
Interdependence
Type
Pooled
Sequential
Reciprocal

Parallel (None)

Coordination Type

Communication
Demand

Ideology, standardization
(rules, procedures)
Standardization (plans,
schedules); mutual
adjustment (liaison)
Direct supervision,
mutual adjustment
(unscheduled
meetings)
None

Low

Priority For
Close Unit
Location
Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

None

None

Another type of control-coordination is cybernetic control or feedback control. There are
four operational modes for cybernetic control. The drivers of three types of modal
behavior are the degree of analyzability of the process being controlled and the
measurability of that process’s output. Table 4 shows the relationship.
Table 4
Cybernetic Control Modes
Output
Measurability
High
Low

Controlled Process Analyzability
Low
Output control
Clan control

High
Process or output control
Process control

Output control occurs by setting output and monitoring goals. Process control occurs by
formalizing the process and centralizing the development of the process procedures.
These two modes rely on explicit knowledge. Clan control, which includes norms,
rituals, conventions, and “symbolic” behavior (e.g., expressed beliefs), relies on social
interaction and tacit knowledge. A fourth type of control, input control, also can generate
control-coordination by setting constraints (bounds) on resources, which in turn upperbound the capacity for performing a task.
Some maladaptations involve the logic of the problem-focused process. This can occur
because resources do not match the role specifications; decreased task performance thus
may require the development of a new logic. Alternatively as the ecology evolves, a
maladaptation can occur because the existing organizational logic does not match
problems in the evolved ecology. The ORG Chart and the organizational logic can be
used to identify and cope with this condition.
Other maladaptations of interest are authority-task gaps and virtual positions.
Inconsistencies between the organizational logic, organizational architecture, and the
10

control-coordination processes drive the emergence of authority-task gaps. Although
most are unrecognized or simply tolerated, some are substantial. Authority-task gaps can
provide checks and balances, but they are more typically emergent, unanticipated results
of interactions that create an evolutionary path of inconsistencies. They flourish when
resources are plentiful and coordination of “everything” becomes a goal. Authority-task
gaps become authority-task problems when resources change or ecological fitness
decreases (mission success is threatened). The existence of committees (standing or ad
hoc) and multiple meetings suggest that authority-task gaps and problems exist. Their
resolution evolves the organization toward fitness and improved unity of effort.
A virtual position is a composite of positions (both roles and resources) involved in a
process that is not tied to any supervisor in the chain of command. More precisely, a
virtual position represents a set of tasks performed by a composite entity (super-role) of
three or more roles. Standing committees are an example of a virtual position. When
officially recognized, they are called regulated virtual positions. Virtual positions emerge
to cope with change and are associated with conflict and power struggles as they are
“orthogonal” to established processes.
The discussion now turns briefly to the commanders and staffs as integral and critical
parts of the control-coordination processes. Commanders are discussed first. From a
decision-making perspective, commanders use two logics: the logic of consequences and
the logic of appropriateness. The logic of consequences refers to deductive rationality
exemplified by the engineering problem-solving method. The logic of appropriateness is
a non-calculative rationality. It is exemplified by recognition-primed decisionmaking.
(Decisions are made by matching the observed situation to an appropriate action.
Matching is a pattern recognition mental process. The matching pattern is learned
through education, training, and life experiences.) With experience, commanders gain
tacit and explicit knowledge that manifests itself in terms of technical and interpersonal
competencies. This knowledge, when combined with motivation and personality, shape
individual level contributions of the commander to the coordination processes. Of
particular import is the emergence of trust. Commanders deal with the principal – agent
problem as both principal and agent. Pathologies (authoritarianism, manipulation,
paternalism, permissivism) are ever-present potential individual weaknesses that can
compromise the command process (and hence the control-coordination processes).
Effective teams require some degree of trust, which emerges from members’ interactions.
Teams enhance knowledge sharing and integration and so are suited to resolving complex
problems. Although teams increase problem-solving capacity, they require autonomous
coordination, which is learned through experience and training. Pathologies (e.g. group
pressure toward blind acquiescence and conformity, groupthink, and an attitude toward
risk that leads to riskier solutions) can occur.
The control-coordination processes are the infrastructure that enables command, as an art,
to flourish or fail. The organizational logic and architectures, when instantiated by
human (manpower) and technical systems resources, along with the necessary
adjustments to them, enable the commander to adapt the force to an evolving ecology.
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THE COMMAND PROCESS
The command process involves deciding, leading and collaborating. It is executed by
humans. It is observable as a dialogue among superiors, subordinates, and equals. As
noted in JV 2020, it is the art of command and control. Metaphorically, it “rides” on the
“surface” of the control-coordination processes.
Each commander assumes command with knowledge and an ability to understand based
on a lifetime of experience, education, and training. Military professional schooling and
training shape commanders to share doctrine and thought processes. Stated in terms of
coordination techniques, commanders are coordinated by a learned ideology. A
commander “exercises authority and direction” using a dialogue involving
decisionmaking, leading, and collaborating.
Decision-making has been discussed.
Leading is well known with many aspects. Collaboration is increasingly critical as it is
central to many coalition operations. Collaboration is frequently accomplished through
negotiation. Negotiation also is appropriate for interactions with non-DoD agencies and
departments and supporting commands. In the ecology of cooperation and conflict,
negotiation and the needs for collaboration typically derive from incentive
incompatibilities and the tradeoffs required to choose and take actions. Collaboration
with negotiation is the process of seeking agreements on these tradeoffs. The concept of
dialogue becomes central here; it also includes giving orders, seeking advice, and stating
commander’s intent. Dialogue is not created de nova by each commander, but is
structured (templated) by the ideology of doctrine and TTPs.
The deciding, leading, and collaboration dialogue is inherently a social process. The
representation of the ecology used for decision-making is based on collected data
processed into information. Sensemaking is an interpretive social process that results in a
socially constructed representation of the ecology (and the internal organization). As the
command process proceeds through time, it is enfolded with other control-coordination
processes and a force-wide social cognition, interpretation and action capability emerges
from the interactions among the commanders in the chain of command and their staffs.
This emergent force-wide social cognition, interpretation and action capability provides
the basis for fitness in the ecology. This capability can change over time as personnel or
technical systems change and as the ecology evolves. Battle group workups are an
example of using training to focus the command dialogue and evolve the force-wide
social cognition, interpretation and action capability.
COPING IN THE ECOLOGY OF CONFLICT AND COOPERATION
The command and other control-coordination processes are present and operating in each
of the organizational agents in the ecology. Each agent searches for ecological fitness in
terms of its own self-referential, fitness criterion (i.e., mission success as they interpret
it). From the agent’s perspective, this search process works on a strategy-action landscape
using enterprise-level problem-focused processes. Metaphorically, the strategy-action
landscape comprises peaks, mountains, plains, and valleys. For simplicity, consider the
vertical axis to be a measure of mission success (e.g. probability of mission success). So
higher “up the hill” improves ecological fitness. Strategy-action descriptions constitute
the other dimensions. The shape of the landscape is driven by (1) the organization’s
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command process and control-coordination processes and its emergent force-wide social
cognition, interpretation, and collaboration capability; (2) the physical environment; and
(3) the friends, foes and neutrals strategies, as interpreted by the agent.
Changes in an agent’s own organization changes the landscape. As the physical
environment changes (e.g. warfare effects, change of venue), the landscape changes. As
others in the ecology change strategies, the landscape changes. Sometime the changes
are plentiful and fast (far from equilibrium behavior). Other times, changes are few and
slow (locally stable, near an equilibrium). The changes in the landscape are the dynamics
of the inter-organizational interactions in the ecology. To search its landscape, each
agent, usually an organization, depends upon its force-wide social cognition,
interpretation, and collaboration capability for the search. As each agent in the ecology
searches the strategic landscape and acts, all agents are impacted, and their strategic
landscape changes. Broad patterns (e.g. battlefield flow patterns) emerge from these
interactions. Depending on the agents’ characteristics and their interactions, the ecology
may have equilibria, be stable, and have time-paths that are near equilibrium.
The C2E2 framework describes the behavioral characteristics of such these problemfocused (search) processes according to the (1) the analyzability of the process and (2)
consensus regarding the problem formulation (equivocality). This is shown in Table 5.
(Note that these behavioral concepts also apply to purely internal problem-focused
process behaviors.) “Management Science” behavior is almost algorithmic and
mechanical; it searches locally in the landscape. “Incremental” processes focus on the
means to solve an agreed upon problem. They are typified by local search and multiple
“trial and error” iterations. A “garbage can” (a technical name) process searches large
parts of the landscape seeking both a problem formulation and a solution. It is far from
equilibrium behavior. It is typified by coalitional behavior, bargaining, and opportunistic
action in the context of fixed decision deadlines. Finally “Carnegie” processes search for
the problem formulation, given the capability to solve a large menu of problems. This
type of search is local and typified by coalitional behavior, bargaining, and opportunistic
action.
Table 5
Systematic Behavior of Problem-Focused Processes
Ambiguity
High
Low

Equivocality
Low
Incremental (Engineering)
Management science

High
Garbage can
Carnegie

The strategic problem-focused process includes problem identification and framing as
well as finding solutions in the space of strategy dimensions. There are several possible
generic strategic postures or types, which are defender, prospector, analyzer, hybrids of
these three, or reactor. These strategic postures involve tradeoffs and dilemmas at
ecological fitness “edges”. These are described in Table 6. Note that they deal with the
problems of command: adaptation, consistent execution, and unity of effort. The
operating values for these edges (dimensions) are found by evolutionary search.
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Table 6
The Edges of Fitness
Fitness edge
Improvisation
Experimentation
Regeneration
Co-adaptation
Chaos
Time

Dilemma
Adaptively innovate vs. Consistently execute without falling
into either a chaos trap or a bureaucracy trap
Commitment to a future vs. Flexibility for a future without
falling into either a foresight trap or a no-sight trap
Exploit the old vs. Explore the new without falling into the
over-connected trap or the disconnected trap
Collaborative synergies vs. Individual success without falling
into either the lockstep trap or the star trap
Be in the most adaptable state at the edge of chaos without
falling over it.
Steering by the wake or steering by a fantastical future.
Adaptation requires thinking about multiple time horizons
at the same time

In general, operational military forces (e.g. Joint Task Forces) are temporary
organizations designed for specific missions. The assigned forces are existing
operational units from the services. Each has a command process and controlcoordination processes with an emergent, force-wide, social cognition, interpretation, and
collaboration capability. The force commander must co-create these problem-focused
processes to integrate these forces. Commanders in the chain of command each adjust
their organizational logic and organizational architecture to create the controlcoordination processes that are resource feasible. Authority-task gaps and problems and
virtual positions are created, tolerated, and eliminated in the search for the ecologically
fit, resource feasible control-coordination processes. The organizational logic sometimes
is modified in specific knowledge domains to accommodate the available resources. The
evolved logic may not be an ecological fit. Roles may be redefined to fit the
characteristics of assigned personnel. This can reduce the ability to adapt and
consistently execute. The force-wide social cognition, interpretation, and collaboration
capability may decrease. The overall commander, operating through the command
process and enabled by the force’s organizational logic and architecture, seeks to
integrate (e.g. using a common operating picture) these separate, possibly divergent,
evolutionary command and control-coordination processes to achieve mission success
(ecological fitness). In so doing, the commander becomes a critical part of the process
that searches the strategic landscape. Issues of incentive incompatibility, ideological
incompatibility (e.g. service perspectives) and physical incompatibilities need to be
overcome. The on-going efforts with a standing joint force headquarters exemplify the
importance and difficulty of the problem. This example is an indication of the type of
military force behavior where the C2E2 framework can assist in informing a
commander’s decisionmaking. Finally, its complexity suggests why command and
control is both art and science as emerging, adaptive systems effects become paramount.
Future papers and monographs will expand the exposition of the framework and provide
detailed references and applications.
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